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Digital revolution
Over the years digitalisation or ‘digital culture’ has become a top priority for companies. With fast adaptation of the ‘digital
culture’, management decisions are now based upon expansive data and its analytical outcome. Many firmly believe
digitalisation, combined with analytics, is critical to an organisation’s strategy and growth.
Digitalisation includes embracing technology to improve efficiencies and create new revenue opportunities. Digitalisation is
relevant for organisations of all kinds and does not apply solely to those invested in technology.
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Digitalisation has led to
an explosive growth in the
amount of data that is being
created, collected, stored
and used by organisations.
Raw data does not provide
any valuable insights to an
organisation. Decisions are
only as good as the quality
of information that is used to
make decisions.

Data ≠
Information

Source: orleansmarketing.com

Adopting digitalisation requires companies to embrace a change and move towards a ‘digital culture’.
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Data to information: Disrupt
or be disrupted
Organisations often struggle in the digitalisation process,
especially when they face a challenge or are looking for
an answer to a new question.

Auditors’ role (statutory and
internal auditors)

The existing systems and large volumes of data often found
are not fit for purpose, draining investments and time spent.
Organisations strongly feel the need to manage the terabytes
of data generated to extract maximum value.

Auditors, with their understanding of the business, financial
performance and its associated risks, are best positioned to
help organisations evaluate the effectiveness of data handling
and management.

Organisations realising the potential of data management
have started investing in data warehousing, but seldom reaped
the benefits due to lack of effective processes.

Auditors’ role becomes important and valuable to a company.
They help in answering the following questions:

This results in unmanaged cost escalations, lost opportunities,
exposed risks, exploited vulnerabilities, financial reporting and
regulatory compliance issues.

• Is the risk of material misstatement adequately covered?

It is very clear that organisations are facing a large number of
challenges with respect to data management.

• What are the other leading practices?

• Is the process designed and operated effectively?
• Are internal controls over financial reporting adequate and
operating effectively?
• What other adjustments should be performed to
existing processes?

Next-gen audit will embrace latest technologies in analytics and visualisation to help
organisations address the data problem.
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Data analytics for auditors
The biggest change auditors will face over the next few years is the way risks are identified
and data analytics would play an important role in this journey.
With the help of analytics, auditors can identify, prioritise
and report threats as well as identify opportunities.

Data analytics maturity assessment

As companies embrace digitalisation, auditor should stay
ahead of the data analytics maturity curve. The auditor
should move from using ad hoc analytics and integrated
analytics to continuous auditing and applying advanced
analytics.

High

Routine transactions reviewed using analytics allows auditors
to focus more on using their professional judgement rather
than on routine activities.

Advanced
analytics
Data analytics maturity

By adopting analytics, the auditor can derive multiple
benefits. This approach will also help management provide
higher levels of comfort to not only audit committees or
shareholders but also external auditors and regulators, etc.
External auditors need to mandatorily report on internal
controls in certain companies and adopting analytics
will help the company to demonstrate its commitment to
strengthen internal controls.

Continuous
auditing/monitoring
Integrated
analytics
Ad hoc
analytics

Optimised
Institutionalised
Repeatable

Defined

Low

Audit and business impact

High

Benefits of using data analytics in audit

Enhance efficiency and
effectiveness

Repeatable

Identify and mitigate
risk

• Develop high-precision analytics tests
to reduce the audit risk
• Enhance data access and quality
• Positive assurance on control/
compliance

• Data analytics tests are prepared
once and can be used multiple times
• Focus on analysis of exceptions
and outliers

• Enhancing ability to assess risk of
material misstatement
• Focus on elevated risk areas
• More timely response to control
failures and risks
• Decrease exposure using
data modelling
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Analytics-driven audit
approach
In a digitally connected world, traditional audit approaches are facing severe challenges
to meet stakeholder expectations. The digital world requires auditors to embrace and
integrate digital solutions into their audit approach.

Traditional audit approach

Analytics integrated audit

Planning

Define scope of the
audit
Define initial lead risk
indicators
Perform process
walkthrough

Risk assessment for audit
focus

Assess data availability,
acquire data and perform
data profiling
Define and finalise data
analytics objectives

Fieldwork

Assess the design
effectiveness
Define analytics procedures
Draft test procedures and
request information
Complete population review
through analytics

• Using analytics through the
planning phase helps the audit
team to obtain better insights into
the data.
• Data sets are sliced and diced to
identify any trends, patterns and
anomalies that may not have been
previously possible.
• Insights are obtained from datasets
to improve the risk assessment
process and enable identification of
high-risk areas.
• Analytics helps an auditor identify
key financial reporting and
operational risks.
• Better assurance to stakeholders
through review of 100% of the
transactions.
• Intelligent and targeted samples for
further analysis.

Perform operating
effectiveness testing
Communicate testing results
through dashboards

Reporting

Discuss findings and
draft report

Obtain management
response

• By combining different datasets
with high sampling, auditors will
be able to quantify issues quicker
and better.
• Representing information visually
can be more insightful such as
differences in risk profile or control
effectiveness by countries.

Issue audit report
Presentation to audit
committee through
dashboards
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Data visualisation and
storytelling
Game changers for auditors

Traditional audit approach

Benefits of visualisation

Any insight worth sharing is probably best shared as a data
story. The phrase ‘data storytelling’ has been associated with
•
•
•
•

Data visualisations
Infographics
Dashboards
Data presentations, etc.

Instant absorption of high volumes of data
Speeds up the decision-making process
Reveals patterns and trends

Data storytelling is often interpreted as just visualising data
effectively. However, it is more than just creating visually
appealing data charts. Data storytelling is a structured
approach for communicating data insights and it involves a
combination of three key elements: data, visuals and narrative.

Interactive dashboards
Enhances communication

Numbers have an important story to tell. They rely on you to give them a clear and
convincing voice. - Stephen Few, data visualisation expert

Visualisation is used across the audit lifecycle
Risk assessment
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Planning and
testing

Reporting

Key takeaways

Evolving
digital
world

Digitalisation applies
to all companies
irrespective of the
industry. Adopting
digitalisation requires
companies to embrace
a change and move
towards a ‘digital
culture’.
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Data to
information

Organisations
strongly feel the
need to manage the
terabytes of data
generated to extract
the maximum value.
Organisations are
facing a number
of challenges with
respect to data
management.

Auditors’
role

Statutory auditors
and internal auditors
are best positioned
to help organisations
evaluate the
effectiveness
with which data
is handled and
managed.

Analytics
integrated
audit

Through an
integrated approach,
auditors can analyse
large sets of data,
detect risks, provide
better assurance
and achieve greater
efficiencies.

Data
visualisation
and
storytelling

Data visualisation
and storytelling
would be game
changers for auditors
to enable effective
communication of
key insights for faster
decision making.

CLEARR Insights
Grant Thornton’s internal audit (IA) and attest delivery engagement teams leverage
audit analytics and integrates it in their service delivery approach. Our Analytics
COE comprises techno-functional experts and works closely with the IA and attest delivery
engagement teams. Apart from expertise in various analytical and visualisation tools,
Grant Thornton has its proprietary CLEARR Insights platform, which processes millions of
records in seconds to provide actionable insights.

Audit challenges

Audit transformation

Large
data sets

Unstructured
data

Difficult
extraction
process

Inconsistent
procedures

Time
consuming

Lack of
analytics skill set

Client data

Data analytics
results
Data visualisation
and storytelling

Key features
Large data
analytics
scrips library

Flexible data
ingestion
capabilities
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Equipped to handle
data ranging in
excess of 10 TB or
250 million
transaction records

Exceptions are
analysed through
interactive
dashboards

Analysis performed
on complete
dataset

Capable of
descriptive
and diagnostic
analytics

To understand more about our audit
analytics capabilities, please contact
Shalabh Saxena
Partner
Grant Thornton India LLP
E: shalabh.saxena@in.gt.com
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